Exegesis: a procedure to improve gene predictions and its use to find immunoglobulin superfamily proteins in the human and mouse genomes
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ABSTRACT

Exegesis is a procedure to refine the gene predictions that are produced for complex genomes, e.g. those of humans and mice. It uses the program GeneWise, sequences determined by experiment, experimental maps of gene segment libraries and a new browser that allows the user to rapidly inspect and compare multiple gene maps to regions of genomic sequences. The procedure should be of general use. Here, we use the procedure to find members of the immunoglobulin superfamily in the human and mouse genomes. To do this, Exegesis was used to process the original gene predictions from the automated Ensembl annotation pipeline. Exegesis produced (i) many more complete genes and new transcripts and (ii) a mapping of the immunoglobulin and T cell receptor gene libraries to the genome, which are largely absent in the Ensembl set.

INTRODUCTION

We are interested in protein families that have played a major role in evolution. One of these is the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF), which is defined as those proteins containing at least one IgSF domain. Some members of this family play a major role in the development and function of the nervous system and of the immune system; other members have important roles in the structure and function of muscle. We began an investigation of the members of the IgSF in humans and mice. To do this, Exegesis was used to process the original gene predictions from the automated Ensembl annotation pipeline. Exegesis produced (i) many more complete genes and new transcripts and (ii) a mapping of the immunoglobulin and T cell receptor gene libraries to the genome, which are largely absent in the Ensembl set.

The predicted human and mouse protein sequences provided by the Ensembl database

A genomic assembly for mouse or human each creates a three billion base sequence space in which to look for a comparatively minute subset of coding regions. As improvements in the quality of the human genome sequence have progressed over the past 3 years, a snapshot of all available valid raw DNA sequence ‘reads’ in the central database has been processed at various intervals to produce a new assembly. These assemblies are known as ‘Freeze Sets’ and each of them is given a sequential number. From each new Freeze Set, new predictions are made for coding regions and hence protein sequences. The protein predictions released by the Ensembl group for the first 11 human Freeze Sets are the basis of much of the work described here. Before going on to describe the use we make of these predictions it is useful to briefly describe how they are derived.

The Ensembl automatic annotation system (V.Curwen, D.Andrews, L.Clarke, E.Eyras, E.Mongin, S.Searle and M.Clamp, submitted for publication) proceeds as follows. For a given DNA Freeze Set, the procedure starts off by masking unwanted repeat regions. The masked DNA is then scanned, using Genscan (2), for ab initio exons (i.e. exon features deduced from their sequence composition without any homology reference whatsoever). Then, using BLAST (3), the resultant Genscan peptide sequences are matched against experimental sequences in SPTREMBL (4), the vertebrate mRNA EMBL subset (5) and sequences from Unigene clusters (6). In the subsequent ‘genebuild’ stage, novel Genscan peptide matches are used to direct GeneWise (7) calculations for novel paralogues and orthologues using known human and non-human SPTREMBL sequences, respectively. A parallel source of gene maps in the pipeline involves the use of large-scale mRNA/cDNA/EST matching against the genome using Exonerate (G.Slater, unpublished). Transcriptional splice alternatives are then extracted from contigs of overlapping maps using Est2Genome (8). Genewise
maps from these procedures are combined to create Ensembl protein predictions.

**PROBLEMS WITH ENSEMBL PROTEIN PREDICTIONS**

There are three main issues of concern with Ensembl gene predictions: first, the consistency of the protein predictions from the different human Freeze Sets; secondly, the relation between predictions and known experimental sequences, and thirdly, very few accurate predictions are available for the immunoglobulin and T cell receptor variable (V), joining (J) and diversity (D) gene segment libraries.

**Loss of information in successive Freeze Sets**

We would expect a comparison of sequence predictions made from the successive human Freeze Sets to show some variation. However, the extent and nature of the variation found when different Freeze Sets were compared was much greater than we might expect from a simple improvement in quality and quantity of the human DNA assembly. It is expected that modifications to the prediction procedure between Freeze Sets would account for some proportion of this discrepancy. To determine the nature of these variations we carried out the following procedure.

(i) In this paper we are concerned with proteins that are members of the IgSF. To identify these, each of the 11 available Ensembl human prediction sets, up to and including the version from the NCBI version 29 assembly (v29), were scanned using SAM software (9) with the same set of SUPERFAMILY IgSF HMMs (10) and an E-value inclusion threshold of $10^{-2}$. The same procedure was used to identify mouse IgSF proteins using the predicted sequences from MGSC v3 (v3).

(ii) Those predictions that were found to contain an IgSF domain by the above procedure, which we will call Ensembl IgSF proteins, were matched to the Non-Redundant DataBase (NRDB) protein sequence set from NCBI. The sources for NRDB are GenBank translations (11), NBRF PIR (12), SWISS-PROT (4), RCSB Protein Data Bank (13) and the NCBI Reference Sequence resource (14).

(iii) Different hits to NRDB sequences may arise from particular sequences with minor improvements in successive human Ensembl sets. To eliminate such differences from our comparisons for the human sets the MCD-HIT program (15) was used to cluster the NRDB sequences into groups whose members have sequence identities of 60% or more. Examination of matches made to these clusters gave us the ability to focus on significant match differences made by successive Ensembl releases. An examination of the remaining matches indicated that between successive Freeze Sets there is some loss of what appear to be reasonable predictions.

The extent of this loss between subsequent sets of human predictions is shown in Figure 1. In the lower part of the figure we indicate the number of NRDB sequences and sequence clusters individually matched by the chronologically ordered sets of human Ensembl IgSF proteins. This number of distinct matches is very similar for the different sets. However, for each new release, there are new matches to NRDB sequences and sequence clusters, i.e. matches not found by previous releases, and also the absence of some matches that were made by predictions in previous releases. In the upper part of the graph we show the cumulative number of distinct sequences, and sequence clusters, hit by the 11 human Ensembl sets. The cumulative number of sequences is circa three times greater than that which the last set, or any other Ensembl set, could provide. These results indicate that there may be a significant information loss between the prediction calculations of successive Freeze Set releases. The extent of the probable loss is discussed below.

**Length discrepancy between Ensembl and experimental sequences**

An important indicator of whether or not a protein prediction is complete can be found from the comparison of prediction lengths with those of any corresponding experimental version of the sequence, as well as the determination of whether or not a stop codon is found at the end of the predicted sequence.

The WU-BLAST mapping to NRDB sequences of the human IgSF predicted proteins detected in the Ensembl v29 was used to ascertain the length relationship between the two. Of the 812 human IgSF proteins, 414 (51%) do have a length identical to the closest NRDB protein but the average length of all the predicted proteins is 70% of the length of the NRDB sequences that they match best (Fig. 2). Note, that in a small number of cases, predominantly involving predictions using fully formed antibody sequences, the predictions are longer than the experimental sequence.

The presence of an in-frame stop codon is a complementary index of completeness in the assessment of genes that are not part of an immune system library of gene segments. Testing for the presence of an in-frame stop codon on the 812 human IgSF proteins detected in the Ensembl v29 gene maps showed that 129 (16%) have a terminator immediately adjacent to the 3' end, although 342 (45%) have a stop codon within 10 in-frame codons of the 3' end.

**The immunoglobulin and T cell receptor gene segment libraries**

Immunoglobulin (antibody) and T cell receptor V, D and J genes rearrange in the developing B and T lymphocytes, respectively, and form mature chains with the constant (C) genes. From previous experimental work, there are known to be over 200 V and C segments in the human genome (Table 1). Ensembl has reported predictions at just over half the sites known from experimental work. However, most of the predictions come from fragments of mature sequences and are usually some 50% greater in length than those of the known gene segments. A similar situation is found for current predictions in the mouse genome.

**A PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION REFINEMENT**

In view of the issues outlined in the previous section, a procedure was developed to improve the human and mouse IgSF predictions, and at the same time curate a more complete set of gene annotations. In the case of human annotation, full use was made of the information obtained from the predictions made in the present and previous Freeze Set assemblies.
New gene maps based on Ensembl predictions

Many of the improvements in predictions produced by the work described here comes from (i) the mapping, on to the appropriate chromosomal region, of those experimentally derived protein sequences from NRDB that are similar to but not the same as the Ensembl predictions and (ii) the visual inspection of these maps using a specially created browser. The gene mapping was carried out using Genewise calculations targeted, in the majority of cases, over the same DNA region as that of the original Ensembl predictions. The top NRDB WU-BLAST hit for every prediction is the protein reference for the Genewise scan. When older human predictions from Freeze Sets prior to NCBI v29 were utilized, the Genewise calculation was performed on the entire region of the prediction’s clone of origin within the NCBI v29 Golden Path assembly.

All gene maps generated by the Genewise calculations were visualized using the Exegesis browser. This browser, together with information from the Genewise calculations, allows the gene maps to be edited according to a specific protocol. First, those Genewise maps showing a poor fit to the underlying NRDB WU-BLAST hit for every prediction is the protein reference for the Genewise scan. When older human predictions from Freeze Sets prior to NCBI v29 were utilized, the Genewise calculation was performed on the entire region of the prediction’s clone of origin within the NCBI v29 Golden Path assembly.

All gene maps generated by the Genewise calculations were visualized using the Exegesis browser. This browser, together with information from the Genewise calculations, allows the gene maps to be edited according to a specific protocol. First, those Genewise maps showing a poor fit to the underlying...
DNA sequence were eliminated. Subsequently redundant maps were also removed. In this case, redundancy takes the form of a transcript map (i) being a fragment of another transcript, or (ii) showing the absence of experimental sequence evidence for it being a likely splice alternative. If two overlapping transcripts were deemed to be largely equivalent, the lower scoring GeneWise map was eliminated. In the case of human gene map equivalence (i.e. two or more maps giving rise to the same product), the one generated by the older prediction was removed in preference to the one derived using the latest Ensembl.

Any overlapping gene maps that remained after this were treated as splice alternatives of one gene. If a map generated a translation shorter than the NRDB search sequence, a new GeneWise run with an extended DNA target range was carried out in an attempt to achieve greater coverage.

Of the maps generated by this procedure, 180 human and 52 mouse transcripts were initially derived from NRDB entries that were not experimental sequences at the time, but genome predictions carried out by non-Ensembl groups. Since then, 89 of the human sequences, and 44 of the mouse sequences, have been verified by experimental work.

**Gene maps for the immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes**

Immune system library genes are usually much shorter than most complete IgSF sequences—some consist of only a few nucleotides. The immunoglobulin and T cell receptor V, D and J genes also differ in not having stop codons at their 3' ends. V and D segments terminate with a specific type of recombination signal. These features make it difficult to accurately predict gene segments using the Ensembl procedure (E. Birney, personal communication). We located the genes for the human immune gene segments and for the mouse T cell receptors using information from the earlier experimentally determined gene maps, as well as aspartate sequence databases. The list of the resources used in this work can be found in Table 1.

Visual comparison with experimentally derived gene locus maps was carried out, and appropriate GeneWise annotation generated, for immunoglobulin V_H, V_K and V_L, as well as T cell receptor V_α, V_β, V_γ and V_δ genes. Details of this work will be published elsewhere.

**DETECTION OF NOVEL GENES AND EXONS USING HMMS**

So far our discussion has been based on previous Ensembl predictions and experimental sequences. As part of the procedure, six-frame translations (6FT) of the complete human and mouse chromosomal sequences were also matched by Martin Madera to SUPERFAMILY HMMs for IgSF domains (Table 2). Good matches were found in 6FT regions that have no Ensembl annotation. These translated regions were matched to NRDB sequences and those with good scores were collected (325 for human, 468 for mouse). Then, using GeneWise, the collected sequences were matched back onto the relevant regions of the genomes. For the human genome this work resulted in the prediction of 12 new genes, which gave predictions for 13 new transcripts. For the mouse genome, new IgSF-bearing exons in 123 genes were detected, of which 89 are new genes and 34 extended the description of genes already in Ensembl. Analysis of these two sets produced 144 and 43 new mouse transcripts, respectively. A detailed description of this work will be published elsewhere by Martin Madera. These new resultant gene and transcript predictions are included in the comparisons described below.

**DETECTION OF PSEUDGENES**

As will be described below, more than half the protein sequences predicted by this work are either significantly modified versions of Ensembl predictions or new transcript maps. During the post-processing stage of the procedure it is important to establish whether or not any of these might be pseudogenes.

Functional expressed proteins are under selective pressure. This means that in most cases synonymous mutations are usually more acceptable than non-synonymous mutations. Pseudogenes, on the other hand, are not under selective pressure and both types of mutations occur at similar rates (16). One test for whether a predicted gene is a pseudogene is to compare its DNA to that of a homologue known to be functional and to calculate the rate at which non-synonymous (K_S) and synonymous (K_A) mutations have occurred.

This assessment can be carried out using the program y00, a component of the PAML suite (17) of phylogenetic analysis tools. This procedure calculates the rates of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions between two aligned DNA sequences. If one of the two sequences is known to be expressed and the second is a predicted transcript, this calculation can give an indication of the likelihood that the second sequence is a pseudogene. The rate of non-synonymous (K_S) substitutions divided by the synonymous rate (K_A) is known as the omega (ω) score.

The ω scores of the 12 845 human–mouse orthologous pairs, which have a mean sequence identity of 78%, were determined by Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (18). For whole sequences, they found that the mean ω value is 0.115 and that most values are between 0.036 and 0.275. In an extensive analysis of over 200 pairs of known functional proteins from seven different families, Rajkumar Sasidharan found that when the absolute number of mutations is greater than 30, ω scores that exceed 0.3 are rare but, below the cut-off of 30 mutations, the values of ω can be higher (personal communication). The results described above suggest that a reasonable criteria to tag an EXEGESIS gene map as a likely pseudogene is an ω score of >0.3 when the number of DNA mutations is >30.

We determined the ω scores for all EXEGESIS sequences except for those that are immune system library genes. Using the program y00 the ω values were calculated for the GeneWise-derived DNA sequence of the EXEGESIS map aligned to the GenBank cDNA of the NRDB protein used to produce the map: the mean ω value is 0.14.

In terms of the criteria described above, 81 of the human EXEGESIS sequences are likely to be pseudogenes. For mouse sequences this number is 52. Of these, 78 of the human sequences and all 52 of the mouse sequences are also present in human Ensembl v29 and mouse Ensembl v3 predictions, respectively. The characteristics of these sequences are illustrated in Figure 3.
In comparing these two sets of annotations it is useful to distinguish between (i) gene maps and protein transcripts and (ii) immune system library genes and whole IgSF sequences. The distinction between the terms in (i) is reasonably clear. As mentioned above, the distinction between the second two (ii) arises from the V, D and J immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes being shorter than the other IgSF and not having stop codons at their 3¢ ends.

A summary of the results obtained from the predictions available for human and mouse genomes from human Ensembl v29 and mouse Ensembl v3, as well as those produced by the Exegesis procedure are given in Table 2. The following paragraphs comment on the data in this table and add some additional information.

Whole IgSF genes and their transcripts in Exegesis and Ensembl v29

In this category, Ensembl v29 predicts for the human genome 508 genes and 664 transcripts, whilst Exegesis predicts 532 genes and 901 transcripts. For the mouse genome, Ensembl v3 predicts 437 genes and 622 transcripts whilst Exegesis predicts 525 genes and 646 transcripts. An important indicator of improved genome coverage involves the number of potential IgSF coding regions, detected by Madera’s SUPERFAMILY IgSF HMMs, covered by Exegesis vis-à-vis those claimed by Ensembl. The Exegesis mappings cover 10 and 27% more of these regions for human and mouse genomes, respectively.

Underlying these overall figures and those in Table 2, there are a number of important differences in the Ensembl and the Exegesis repertoires.

(i) Human genes: of the 532 genes in Exegesis, 459 are the same as those in Ensembl v29 (with respect to genome location and sequence identity) and 16 Exegesis maps cover 16 pairs of adjacent Ensembl predictions, which were subsequently fused by the Exegesis process (475 = 16 + 459). The other 57 [532 – (459 + 16)] Exegesis genes are derived Ensembl predictions prior to v29 (45 genes) or from Madera’s 6FT HMM ORFs (12 genes). There are 17 Ensembl v29 genes not included in Exegesis because our calculations indicate they are pseudogene V orphons.

(ii) Human transcripts: Exegesis has 901 transcripts and Ensembl has 664. There are 389 transcripts in the two sets that
have identical sequences and are of the same length. Another 256 transcripts have the same sequence but different lengths: in Exegesis 220 of these are longer than in Ensembl and 36 are shorter. On average, the Exegesis sequences were 1.4 times longer than the corresponding prediction (Fig. 4).

The remaining 256 transcripts in Exegesis are not in Ensembl: 188 come from genes common to both sets and 68 are derived from new genes. Of the 664 Ensembl transcripts, 424 have a stop codon either at the 3′ end of coding region or within 50 codons of the end. For the 901 Exegesis predictions this number is 828.

(iii) Mouse genes: there are 525 genes in Exegesis of which 408 are the same as those in Ensembl v3 and 13 that fuse 13 pairs of adjacent Ensembl predictions (421 = 13 + 408). There are three Ensembl v3 genes not included in Exegesis because our calculations indicate they are orphon V segment pseudogenes.

Fifteen genes were re-located to a genomic region in the vicinity of the original Ensembl genes that triggered the GeneWise calculation. The 6FT HMM calculations gave rise to 89 new genes for Exegesis and extended the description of 34 genes that are common to the two mouse sets.

(iv) Mouse transcripts: Exegesis has in all 646 transcripts, and Ensembl has 622. The two sets of predictions have 247 transcripts that are common to the two mouse gene sets and have identical sequences as well as the same length. A further 285 transcripts are also derived from the common gene set and have the same sequence but differ in length: in Exegesis, 207 of these are longer than in Ensembl and 78 are shorter. On average, the Exegesis sequences were 1.5 times longer than the corresponding Ensembl prediction (Fig. 4).

The remaining 87 transcripts that Ensembl has for these common genes do not make a distinct match to any NRDB sequence or to any of 34 000 sequences in the Riken library of mouse cDNAs (19) that would confirm their existence as distinct splice alternatives. Of the 87, 36 are probably pseudogenes: they come from genes that have high w values, and 26 do not have a stop codon either at the 3′ end of the coding region or within 50 codons of the end. Three sequences have both these characteristics.

There are 153 Exegesis transcripts that are not in Ensembl. Of these, 39 come from genes common to both sets and 114 come from new genes.

Of the 622 Ensembl transcripts, 478 have a stop codon at the 3′ end of coding region or within 50 codons of the end. For the 646 Exegesis predictions this number is 508.

Immune system library genes in Exegesis and Ensembl v29

Of the 250 V and C segments that are known to form human antibodies and T cell receptors, we mapped 222 onto the sequence of the human genome. The complete set of mouse immune library gene repertoire is not fully determined and 286 known functional segments were mapped on to the sequence of the mouse genome.

The number of Ensembl predictions that have the same sequence, length and positions as the segments determined by experiment is small (see Table 2).

The segments that form mouse heavy antibody chains have not been systematically mapped and sequenced; however, a list of putative V and C segments is given in the IMGT database (20). This list is believed to include numerous alleles. We matched these putative segments against the appropriate regions of the mouse genome. Of the 201 putative sequences 62 made good matches. These matches are currently being examined to determine which are likely to be functional and which are likely to be pseudogenes.

Comparison of Exegesis with Ensembl v31 and Vega

Subsequent to the work described above two additional human Ensembl versions have been released: v30 and v31. Their protein predictions are based on improved assemblies of the human genome. So far, the predictions in these releases have not been put through the Exegesis procedure. However, we have made a preliminary comparison of the Exegesis results with those in Ensembl v31. This version has in all 614 IgSF...
genes and 1091 transcripts. Compared with version 29 these numbers involve a small reduction in the total number of genes and a large increase in the number of transcripts. Of these, 495 families and 943 transcripts belong to what we have defined as the ‘Whole IgSF gene’ group. For the ‘Immune system library genes group’ Ensembl 31 has 119 genes and 148 transcripts: numbers close to those in version 29.

A transcript-by-transcript examination of the human ‘Whole IgSF gene’ group shows 439 Exegesis genes (with 780 transcripts) to map to 417 genes in Ensembl v31 (with 826 transcripts) on the basis of sequence identity. Three pairs of Exegesis genes were shown to have merged in the v31 assembly. The gene products of the remaining 19 \(439 - (3 + 417)\) outstanding pairs of Exegesis genes matched the transcripts of 19 individual Ensembl genes, but were not fragments of the latter (unlike the previous three pairs). It could be shown that these 38 Exegesis transcripts had a better or equal level of NRDB sequence length coverage when compared with the corresponding Ensembl v31 gene products to which these pairs converge.

There is also a non-overlapping gene subset from both Exegesis (93 genes, 121 transcripts) and Ensembl v31 (78 genes, 117 transcripts) that cannot be matched to each other on the basis of sequence similarity alone. Some of these Exegesis cases consist of the results of 6FT HMM searches and the use of older predictions as described above. The unique Ensembl v31 genes probably come from improvements in the DNA assembly, and more experimentally determined protein sequences than were otherwise available when assembly v29 was released. A more complete picture of these similarities and differences will become apparent from using the Exegesis procedure on later DNA assemblies.

The similarities of the genes and transcripts in v29 and v31 of Ensembl for the immune system library genes group mean that, for this group, the results of the comparisons made above between Exegesis and Ensembl v29 also apply to Ensembl v31.

The newly available Vega annotations (http://vega.sanger.ac.uk/), manually curated on finished clone sequences (currently available for human Chr 6, 13, 14, 20 and 22) were also compared with the Exegesis results. At the time of writing, Vega had covered 58 IgSF genes (92 transcripts) over the five chromosomes for annotation. The Exegesis set for the same region suggests the presence of 197 IgSF genes (255 transcripts). The Vega transcripts matched Exegesis with a mean percentage identity of 98%. Sixty-two of the 92 transcripts were 100% identical. On average Exegesis sequences were 10% longer than Vega, 30 of the 92 transcripts having exactly the same length.

**DISCUSSION**

The genes of IgSF proteins tend to be difficult to predict by automatic procedures. Regions containing immune library genes are particularly problematic for automatic prediction because of the high density of IgSF coding regions that are very similar to each other (M.Clamp, personal communication). The results described above show that the Exegesis refinement of the Ensembl gene predictions provides a significant improvement and this enhancement appears to be maintained when map lengths are compared with IgSF sets from later assemblies (Fig. 4). The two main Exegesis achievements are (i) improved IgSF coding region coverage as is indicated by its producing more sequences with experimental support and a stop codon at the 3’ end or close to it and (ii) a greatly improved coverage of the immune system library genes.

We are aware, however, that the current results have certain limitations. A number of gene maps still lack a legitimate stop codon. It may well be the case that IgSF genes still lie undiscovered due to the lack of a close homologue to confirm them or because of the incomplete nature of the genome sequences. We have identified and ‘tagged’ potential pseudogenes in our sets on the basis of their \(w\) values but we have not identified those pseudogenes that arise from mutations in key residues or in the regions that regulate them. There are certainly more splice variants than those described here.

The improvements produced by Exegesis come from two sources. First, the browser that allows both the rapid treatment of every map on an individual basis and the comparison of overlapping splice alternatives. When the length of a transcript map was significantly shorter than the NRDB sequence used for the mapping, the segment of DNA scanned by Genewise was extended in the appropriate direction for a new calculation. Where possible, more detailed gene information was sought from the literature during the refinement stage. The second source is the use of experimentally determined immunoglobulin and T cell receptor locus maps, and those
derived from the detailed inspection and curation of nonsegment genes (Table 2).

The Exegesis procedure can be used to improve or check any set of gene predictions over any DNA assembly. It is expected that the improvements will be greater for those proteins that, like IgSF molecules, have long sequences with alternative splice forms.

Details of the Exegesis IgSF gene maps for human (v29) and mouse (v3) genomes, as well as their annotations, are available over the internet at the following web address at http://www.genomesapiens.org/igsf/index.html.
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